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Delay/Disruption-Tolerant Networking (DTN), which allows end-to-end node
communication even when communication links between nodes are not functioning
normally, has recently been regarded as a promising communication technology
for realizing communication infrastructure at the time of disaster and low-cost
communication infrastructure. In the last decades, DTN routing has been actively
studied, but advanced applications of DTN routing have not been fully explored. In
this thesis, we focus on an advanced application of DTN routing —- content sharing
and routing for DTN environments.
In the first part of this thesis, we propose a delivery control method of floating con-
tents called PFCS (Proportional control for Floating Content Sharing) and investigate its
properties through stability analysis. By intentionally limiting the coverage and the
lifetime of epidemic broadcasting, floating contents can be shared among mobile
nodes without dedicated infrastructure. Information sharing with floating contents
is realized by (1) embedding the usable area (i.e., anchor zone) and the lifetime (i.e.,
TTL (Time-to-Live)) in a message, (2) forwarding the message among mobile nodes
only in its anchor zone, (3) deleting the message if it expires, and (4) deleting the
message, if necessary, once the mobile node carrying the message leaves the anchor
zone. Hence, if message forwarding among mobile nodes is discontinued or some
messages are lost due to buffer overflow of a mobile node, floating contents may
be vanished. Such a limitation becomes more problematic when the anchor zone
accommodates a number of floating contents. In this thesis, we therefore propose a
delivery control method of floating contents called PFCS, which controls themessage
possession ratio (i.e., the fraction of mobile nodes carrying a message in the anchor
zone). We also perform stability analysis of PFCS to investigate fundamental proper-
ties of PFCS. Through numerical examples and simulation results, we demonstrate
the effectiveness of PFCS as well as the validity of our approximate analysis.
In the second part of this thesis, we investigate the basic properties of position-
based DTN routings. DTN routings are classified into four categories according
to mobility of source and destination nodes. In this thesis, we analyze a class of
position-based DTN routings which realizes message delivery from a mobile source
node to a fixed destination node. Through numerical examples, we real the basic
properties (i.e., the average message delivery delay) of position-based DTN rout-
ings.
